
THE HISTORY AND MUSIC OF DAVE MATTHEWS BAND

The band's first in-studio demo was recorded in February or March prior of an earlier show, taped March 14, , at TRAX,
a local music venue. and the name stayed Dave Matthews Band from that point on.

However, only "Hello Again" was actually included on the subsequent album release, Stand Up. The original
three nights was expanded to four following Hurricane Katrina as a benefit concert for the victims. Girl No.
The concert was conceived as a way to help students, faculty and other members of the community move
forward in the aftermath of the tragic events that had transpired there in April. Dubbed the "Dave Matthews
and Friends" tour, all the album players as well as Ray Paczkowski on the keyboards joined in. The rest of the
band was brought in, and production on a completely new album began, breaking only for a short winter tour
to finish out the year. Sure, there's always the first day of new classes each semester, when the roll is called
and a frantic search begins among the other students to see if maybe, just maybe DMB is hiding in the class,
ready to spring into a little adult contemporary jamming. The crammed touring schedule, which had the band
traveling across Virginia and beyond in increasingly larger venues was not the kind of atmosphere that Griesar
preferred to play in. The Dave Matthews Band Caravan was largely successful. They had a son August Oliver,
born in June  He's even on VH-1! The culture has changed. Like its three predecessors, Stand Up topped the
charts, making DMB the only band other than U2 and Metallica to score four consecutive number one albums.
Instead, they compiled a set of studio takes and live performances recorded at Trax, Flood Zone, and The
Muse during the fall of  Crash was released on April 30, , and debuted at number two on the Billboard chart.
Recently was re-released by RCA Records in  I am introduced to Girl No. The band then returned for a short
winter tour, including a memorable show on December 21, during which DMB was joined on stage by the
Godfather of Soul, James Brown. To further combat the bootleggers, the Dave Matthews Band released an
official double-disc live album, Live at Red Rocks 8. Titled Listener Supported, the show was released on
November 23,  The shows are very different from the normal DMB shows in that the venues were usually
more intimate, and the song selection is very different. Without any marketing or promotion, Live at Red
Rocks debuted at No. During the awards telecast, the band played " You and Me " with accompaniment by
live singers, percussionists, a string section, and an eight-piece horn section made up of teenagers from the
Grammy Jazz Ensemble. One of their first performances as a duo was at the Prism Coffeehouse in
Charlottesville on April 22,  Then on May 27, , only days before the start of the tour, it was announced that
touring member Butch Taylor had decided to leave the band for personal reasons. On its summer North
American tour, the band played two full sets each evening â€” a format it had debuted in  The saxophonist had
suffered a serious ATV accident in June and ultimately succumbed to his injuries two months later. The shows
were also webcast over the Internet. Boyd told me about you! Those stores likely do not sell the Backstreet
Boys or the Spice Girls, who have begun to dominate the airwaves. Citation Information. You just need to
supply them with a lot of beer. Seeing any band or artist at a point like this in their career is epic â€” they
knew it and the crowd knew it too. Finally, the band was ready to release their second studio album. The
album, which featured Tinsley on vocals as well as violin, was hailed by AllMusic. On June 17, Boyd released
True Reflections. That premise alone could fuel a minute stoner comedy, but the real story is even better. The
band soon recorded its studio album debut, Under The Table and Dreaming, which was released on September
27,  Advertisement Then comes Office Space. Ballard helped the group focus and tighten their arrangements
and Matthews played electric guitar for the first time. Many songs from the so-called Lillywhite Sessions of
the past year remained in the setlists as well. The band also scheduled their first concert of the year at the
annual New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival on April 29, 


